INTRODUCTION
We consider hère the question of stability of equilibrium shapes which can be stated as follows. Let ft » -> E (Cl) be a real valued functional defined on a family Ö of subsets Q, of IR n . Let f^o be an equilibrium shape for £? (.) , that is a shape at which the first derivative of E(.) on Ö vanishes (we also say "critical shape", see below for a précise définition). By stability, we mean that E(Clo) is a strict local extremum, say a minimum, that is E(fio) < E(Q) (1.1) weaker than the norm for which differentiability and Taylor formula hold. Consequently, the existence of a local minimum does not follow, even for the stronger topology. In order to show what could happen, let us consider an elementary example of such a situation (not taken from shape optimization). Let £ 2 (0,1) and HQ(0 7 1) be equipped with their usual norm and recall that || • || L 2 < || • || H i. Consider the functional defined as
E{u) = \\u\\
One can check that E is twice differentiable in HQ and that Therefore, E"(Q) is coercive for the weaker norm L 2 . This yields some "weak stability": indeed, there is a local minimum in each direction u = 0 G HQ since, for t E M, E(tuo) = ^(II^OIIL 2 -£ 2 ||wo||^-i). However, there is no local minimum for E, even for the strong topology, since there is no r > 0 such that () E(u) > E(0) = 0 le. |M|£ 2(0|1 as one can always construct a séquence in iïo(0,1) such that~*
° when n
Our goal is to precisely analyze this difficulty in a particular, but significant situation coming from shape optimization. Hère, the second derivative of E(.) will exist in a C 2 ' a -norm around QQ, but coercivity will only hold with respect to the iî 1 / 2 (<9r2 0 )-norm. This situation is typical in shapes problems. Hère we choose £?(.) to be the energy associated with the classical Dirichlet problem and the measure of the admissible domains is supposed to be given. This model problem arises in many examples: let us for instance mention the case where E(.) is the total energy in a problem of equilibrium shapes for liquid metals confined in a electro-magnetic field (see e.g. [1, 12, 13, 15] ) We will restrict ourself to a simple two-dimensional model for which stability was already investigated in [3, [7] [8] [9] 14, 19] . The critical shapes we consider are assumed to be regular. Stability of a critical shape ÎÎQ will mean that E(QQ) is a strict minimum for E(Q) among the admissible domains Q in some C 2 '"-neighborhood of S~2o with the same measure as fV We prove hère for this problem that stability does occur when f/^-positivity of the second derivative holds on the tangent subspace of constraints. The main idea is to compute the second derivative not only at the equilibrium shape CIQ but around QQ in the C 2)Q -sense and to prove a uniform i7 1 / 2 (90o)" c oercivity in a C
2)Q -neighborhood of ÇIQ. This yields at least the existence of a local minimum in the C 2>a -topology. This technique, while developed hère only in a spécifie case, may actually be used in many other situations like for the "exterior shaping problem" where the Dirichlet problem is set in the exterior of the shapes, or also when the functional dépends on the perimeter and for more gênerai functional depending on the state and on the gradient of the state (see [4] ). We think that the estimate of the variation of the second derivative is by itself interesting and might lead to other applications. Note that the above question of choice of topologies was, in particular, raised in [7] .
THE PROBLEM AND THE RESULTS
Let k be a given real-valued function with compact support in M? and belonging to the C We now consider ÜQ a critical point of E under the constraint (2.1) that is to say an open set ÜQ in O where the derivative of E(Q) + A meas(ri) with respect to Q vanishes for some Ael. As we will verify later (see Sect. 5), this means -and we will assume it throughout the paper:
The constant A is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the constraint meas(Q) = S. We will recall below (see beginning of Sect. 3) the définition of the spaces C 2^ and of their norms. We want to find sufficient conditions for the stability of QQ using second derivatives of the augmented functional J(ü) -E(ü) + A meas(fi). Let us first recall some facts about these derivatives.
Let us dénote
); ||6 -Id R2 || 2 , a < r/}. (2.5)
Note that, for 77 small enough, any
Then the second (classical) derivative of J exists and one can show (see e.g. [2, 6, [16] [17] [18] 20, 21] or also Sect. 5 here) that, since üo is a critical shape, the second derivative at G = Id(= Identity) has a spécifie structure, namely
where B is a continuous bilinear form on C 1 ' a (9Qo )^) , n is the unit exterior normal vector field to <9£lo &nd •jôn 0 dénotes the restriction of a function to <9f2 0 . As we will see in Section 5, in the situation we consider here, the explicit expression of B is given as follows: set m = £ • n|a^0, then
7) J where C dénotes the curvature of dSlo and Co dénotes the so-called "capacity" or "Steklov-Poincaré" operator on dQ,Q. We refer e.g. to [5] or to Section 5 for a précise définition and properties of this operator but we can already mention that:
where M is the harmonie extension of m to ÜQ. Consequently, the first part of the intégral is always strictly positive (except if M = 0 which happens only if m is constant on each boundary of the connected components offio).
A necessary condition for stability is that the second derivative of J be positive on the subspace which is tangent to the constraint, namely the subspace of functions m as above such that J dçt m = 0. Obviously, it is the case if, for instance, Q o is convex; then B is even coercive in the space H l / 2 (dQo) if A > 0. More gênerai situations are described in [4, 11] . See also more comments on this at the end of this paper.
The question we address hère is the converse. For this, one has to assume, as usual, that the second derivative is strtctly positive in some sensé. The natural space of coercivity hère is iî 1 / 2 (9^o)-The question is then the following: assume that there exists c > 0 such that
Then, is E(QQ) a strict local minimum with the constraint (2.1), local at least in the C 2>a -topology? We prove hère that the answer to this question is positive: The main point in the proof of this resuit will be contained in Theorem 2.5. In order to state it, we need to introducé a few notations and to recall some more or less known f acts on small regular perturbations of ÇIQ and of ÔÇIQ. Since we are in dimension two, ÖQQ is a union of q disjoint regular Jordan curves. For simplicity, we will write the proof when q = 1 (i.e. fio is simply connected). The changes needed in the gênerai case are obvious (see the remark at the end of Sect. 2.2 or also [4] Hère the parameter s is the length parameter and L is the total length of dQ>o. We dénote by n the unit exterior normal derivative to Ô^IQ. The orientation is chosen so that so that 71(7(5)) = -R-TT^CT'CS)) where R-K/2 is the rotation of angle -TT/2 in M 2 or also 71(7(5)) = (72(5), -7i( s )) where 7 = (71,72)-We will often write simply n(s) = 71(7(5)).
For r > 0, we dénote by T T the tubular neighborhood of duo with radius r, that is Recall that the flow &Q of the vector field XQ is the solution of \*e(0, x) = x.
Since divXe = 0, we have det $e(£,x) = 1, so that, in particular, meas($e(^ ^o)) = meas(fio)-We will use this area-preserving path t -> $e(*» ^0) going from Q o to $e(l> ^0) -0(fïo) and control the variation of E(-) along this path by studying the second derivative with respect to t of
A proof of this lemma can be found in [7] (see also [6, 16, 20, 21] ). The main arguments are also given here while Computing e@(t) (see Sect. 5).
We can now state our key-result. It is easy to guess how Theorem 1 can be deduced from this theorem by application of Taylor formula (see the end of this paper). The main point is that around the equilibrium shape Ho, if the positivity condition (2.8) holds, then the second derivative will actually be i?
2 > a -neighborhood of ftoThe above property dépends on the nature of the various terms which come out in the expression of the second derivative. Obviously, it can be shown to be valid for many other similar functionals like those already mentioned above (see [4, 11] ).
With respect to the regularity assumptions, the hypothesis that the critical point should be of class C 4 ' a is not a restriction since Henrot and the second author have shown in [13] that if a regular Jordan curve with a C 2 boundary is a critical point for this functional, then it is in fact analytic. ), k > 0 by replacing the second dérivât ives by the Art h derivatives.
Proof of Lemma 2.2.
This is rather classical but we give here an elementary proof whose ingrédients will be partly used later in this paper.
Assume first that dQ 0 is of class C 2 . Let us consider the mapping T frorn M x R into E 2 defined by T(s, r) -7(s) + r n(s) which is of class C 1 and L-periodic in s. The derivative of T at (so, 0) is given by
so that detT^SQjO) = -1-By the inverse mapping theorem, T is a local C^diffeomorphisrn. Let us show that, if T\ is small enough, T is also a global bijection For the regularity, we know that (s(x),f(x)) = T~1(x) is of class C 1 on 7^. We then easily check that Vf(x) = n(s(x)) (see 3.4 below). Therefore, f' is of class C 1 and f is of class C 2 (note that f is the distance function to dü 0 and it is classical that it has the regularity of dü 0^ see e.g. [10] ). If 7 is of class C fc ' a , then T and T" 1 are of class C k~lyOc . So is f' so that f is of class C kyOE . Let us now consider 0 G V(rçi), 771 > 0; recall that 0 is then of class C 2 ' a and that 7 is assumed to be of class C k>a with k = 2 or 3. The mapping y(s) -6(7(s)) is of class C 2 ' a and, if 771 is small enough so that Y(s) G T Tl for all 5, with the previous notations and ip(s) := s(y(s)), one can write
Y(s) = 7(V-(s)) + f(Y(s))n(^(s)). ' (3.3)
For the regularity, ^ is of class C k~1 > a and f(y) of class C 2)O;
. Let us check that ip is invertible by proving that its derivative does not vanish. It is given by
TP'(S)=S'(Y(S))Y>(S).
We can deduce the expression of s' by inverting
T'(s,T) = [ 1 '(s)+Tn'(s) n(s)} (3.4)
and we easily obtain
Since T is a diffeomorphism, detT' does not vanish so that ifj f vanishes if and Remark. Note that C 2 involves the third derivative of B.
We first apply twice the above lemma to bound the C 2 ' a -norm of ip = 5(6 (7)) by a constant depending on the data and on 771 (we use here that 5 is of class C 2)O: and therefore that 7 is of class C 3 ' a ). We deduce that the C 2)Ck: -norm of ij)" 1 is also bounded by a similar constant. Next we apply the above lemma with A -do>{ip) and j3 = ip~l to get Finally we use the second part of the above lemma to conclude (recall that by previous remarks, here f is of class C 3 > Q ).
Proof of Proposition 2.3
We will construct the function me from M 2 into R so that XQ = TUQU be divergence-free. Here, n dénotes the extension of the unit normal to T Tl as defined in (2.10). We will use the local coordinates (s,r) introduced in Lemma 1 to first define m in a neighborhood of ÖQQ. Let us compute div(n) by differentiating
with respect to x:
We use the expressions of the derivatives of s,f obtained above (Vs is given in (3.5) and Vf (ar) = n(x)) and we take the trace of the latter equality to get 2 = -(detT'(x))-1 + 1 +f(a;)div(n)(aï).
By using also (see 3.4), detr r (s,r) =det(7 / ) n)(s)+Tdet(ra',n)(s) =-1+ rdet(n / ,n)(s),
we deduce the expression of div(n):
From now on, we introducé the notation a(s) := det(n,n')(s). Note that a(s) is exactly the curvature at 7(5) of the curve dfio seen from inside. It is of class C 2 ' a since <9QQ is assumed to be of class C For vector fields of the form X -ra(s, r)n^ we have
so that X = mn will be divergence-free if it satisfies: where $(£,.) is the flow of X, that is the solution of t,x)), t>0, Since X = rrin, the trajectories of <&(t,x) starting at x = 7(5) G ôfio are parallel to n, at least for small t, so that
The above system reduces to the scalar ordinary differential équation in r(.,.) &r(M)=m(s,r(t,a)), (3.16) and the boundary conditions (3.14) become r(5 l 0)=0,r(s,l) = d e (s), (3.17) where de is defined in Lemma 1. According to (3.13) 
This quantity is linear in i, nonnegative at t = 0 as well as at t = 1 since:
Recall that, by (3.10) and r] 2 < T?I, 1 + a(s)de(s) > c T2 . We deduce the existence on [0,1] of a solution to (3.18) given by
{ó } At this step, for ail G G V(?72), we have constructed a divergence-free vector-fleld X = mn in the neighborhood T Tl of dft 0 where m^ given by the formulas (3.13, 3.19) is of class C 2iOL . We will now use it to define the divergence-free vector-field XQ on the whole space M 2 (see also the remark at the end of this paragraph). We dénote by C a CQ° (R 2 , R)-function, identically equal to 1 on T T2 and with compact support in T Tl . Recall that $([0,1] x duo) C T T2 . Since div(X) =0onT Tl , there exists £ G C 3 ' a locally so that X = (^, -^s). But, as proved e.g. in [13] , this is valid globally on T Tl since 0= ƒ (X e ,n)= / m= ƒ m(^0)ds, , t -• meas($(£, fio)) * s hnear in t since the second derivative vanishes. As $(1) is a diffeomorphism and $(l,0fi o ) = ©(öfio), then *(l,fi 0 ) = ö(^o)-Since meas(6(^0)) = meas(Q o ), then t -> meas($(t, fi 0 )) is constant. Therefore, any extension of X would be convenient for our pur pose. This remark is actually to be used in the gênerai case when dft 0 is a finite number of Jordan's curves and T Tl a neighborhood of ÔQQ. Then, if ÜQ is for instance not connected, we would not be able to extend X as a free-divergence vector field on 3R 2 .
Some more estimâtes
With the notations of the previous section, we have: 2 for some constant C depending only on S7o.
Proposition 3.2. Under the assumption of Proposition 2.3 } there exists a constant C dependmg only on the data such that for all Q G V(rj
We postpone the proof of this lemma and continue the proof of the proposition. From this lemma and the expression (3.24), we obtain:
By differentiation with respect to s, we see that
s (a(.)T(,t))\\oo.
Using the expression of r in (3.20), we obtain the existence of C such that
This finishes the proof of the proposition. -^x) -ld.,» < ''^g: 1^11 ,. < C\\D* e (t)( X ) -Id R2 ||.
if J(t) = deiD$e(t)\ t D$e(t)-' 1 n\ then \\J(t) -
For the estimate on the second derivative, we differentiate (3.29) and bound norms from above similarly. For the third estimate, let us dénote
z(s) := 3 a [$e(t,7(*))] = D$e(tMs)W(s).
Since n(s) and 72^(^0(^,7 (5) 
Now, we use d s {z{s)\z{s)\-^) = z\s)\z{s)\^ -z{s)\z{s)\-z (z{s),z'{s)).

M DAMBRINE AND M PIERRE
We treat this expression as before, using in particular the estimate of ^(s)!" 1 -1|, the only new term being (z(s),z f (s)) which we estimate as follows:
and, as shown before, we obtain a bound from above by C ||8 -Id^l^a-Finally, the variation of J(t) in (3.28) is then easily estimated.
PROPERTIES OF UQ t
Hère again wefixBêVfe)-We consider the solution uçi t of the following Dirichlet problem on the moving domain Qt = ^e(t y ÇÏQ)
We will often write u(t) for ua t . We will now make estimâtes on the "transported" solution ü(t) defined on the fixed domain QQ by
Then u(t) is solution of a new problem on the fixed domain, namely -L(0,t)û(t) = fco$ e (t) on îl o ,û(t)=O on dü Oi
where L(@ y t) is the differential operator explicitly given by:
where ^t = $e(0~1-We then have the following main estimate. The séquence ü n is bounded in C 2 > a (Ü 0 ) and by compactness, there is a subsequence converging in C 2 (Ù 0 ) to some ui tm G C 2 (ÙQ) and a subsequence of t n converging to some tu m £ [0,1]. We then remark that
Proposition 4.1. There exists a function a; : [0,1] -> R wtth UJ(0 + ) = ]im r io u(r) ~ 0 ("modulus of continuity") such that:
Passing to the limit asn^oo shows that uu m is solution of the équation 
Remark. Another approach to estimate a norm of the différence ü(t) -UQ Q would be the following. For simplicity, we set uo := un 0 and k(t) := k o <3>e(£). We have from (4.2) and from (4.1) with t = 0 , its C°' a -norm cannot be estimated in terms of||*e(t)-W||2,a.
What one can at least say is that:
By interpolation, for e 6 (0, a), we get an estimate of \\k(t) -fc||o,e with a modulus of continuity in rj a~e . This yields (4.1) and even a C 2 ' € -estimate with an explicit modulus of continuity. One can also check that, if k is of class C 2 , then, the C°' a -norm (and even the Lipschitz-norm) of k(t) -k can be estimated by C \\$&(t) -Id||2, a . Then one obtains a C 2:a -estimate of ü(t) -UQ Q .
PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
Again, we fix 0 a difleomorphism in V(r/2) such that meas(©(Qo)) = meas(Qo)-As in the previous sections, we consider the function TUQ, the vector field XQ = men, $0, the domains ü t = ^e(t,ÎÎQ), the solutions u(t) = Uf2 t , ü(t) = u(t) o $e(t). As announced in the introduction, we study the second derivatives of t € [0,£] -• E(Ct t ) + Ameas(fit). Since, \/t e [0,1], meas(ü t ) = meas(Qo), it coincides with the second derivative of t -> E(Q, t ). We dénote To compute the second derivative, we use the following classical lemma [6, 16, 21] .
Remark. As usual in shape differentiation, this lemma may be extended to functions defined only on £2f If for instance (this will be enough for us hère), , k = 0,1, 2. We set (4.9) ) so that its extension ü is well-defined. As we will see below, its derivative dtu(= dtü) is well-defined and d t uo$ Q (t) e C^O^iCHÖo)).
(5.4)
We will use this in the next computations and we will often write u for ü. By differentiating formally (4.1) with respect to t, we see that dtuit) should be solution of (5.5)
Since Vu(t) e C 1>a (3fi t ), classical regularity results from Schauder theory (see e.g. [10] ) ensure the existence of a C 1>a -solution to this équation with a C 1 ' a -norm uniformly bounded for t G [0,1]. Moreover, its composition with $e(t) is continuous with values into C 1 (f2 0 ) since it is the case of t -» Vu(t) o $e(t). We easily deduce that this solution is not hing but d t u and the formai computation is justified as well as (5.4).
Dérivation of the magnetic energy
We apply Lemma 5.1 to H = |Vn| 2 As such, these expressions may not be defined, but we intégrât e by parts and we set e£(t) = -2B(t)-A(t), (5.8)
where we used that div Xe = O to simplify the expression of A(t). To justify this computation, we may apply Lemma 5.1 to H n (t) -div[|VÏ7 n (t)| 2 X 0 ] where U n are regularized approximations by convolution in R N of ü. Because of the regularity of ü at the boundary, the convergence under the intégrais holds uniformly,
The study of A(t)
We first change variable in the intégral on the moving boundary to get an intégral on the fixed boundary. The Jacobian we need is estimated in (3.28) of Proposition 3.4. We use also that and the similar formula with \Vu(t)\ 2 in place of u(t). We will simply write $t for $e(t), X for XQ, m for me, X(t) for Je o $e(t), fh(t) for TUQ O $e(£) an d n t {t) for n t o $ 0 (t). Note that by (2.10), (3.15) , n o $ 0 (t) = n on T(Î] 2 ). We obtain
A(t) -
= f
The goal is now to estimate A(t) -A(0). We set () () () ^^2 (t):=(n,nt(t)>, a 3 
(t) := J(t).
We dénote by C any constant depending only on the C 2)ö:
-norm of 9 and we set 77 := ||Q -Id^l^a-We have the following estimâtes for i in {2, 3} and for all t in [0, 1] This is coming from (3.27) in Proposition 3.4. For i -1, we will prove below the following for all t in [0, 1] liaiWIU~(an 0 ) < C, ||ai(i) -ai(0)|Uoo (ôno) < Cwfe), (5.10) where co is the modulus of continuity appearing in Proposition 4. 
Again, by Lemma 3.3, we have to estimate the C 1 -norm of (VT/O, ^) -(9n t^ ° < ï > t){^t )^) which is bounded by the sum |KVTi o ,n)(l-(fi t ,n})|| C i + ||{n t ,
The first term is estimated as expected by Ct] thanks to (3.27 ). The second one dépends on the C which we rewrite
This implies that
The first term has just been estimated by Cu){rf)\\m\\ H i/2^dçi 0 y As we check below, for all w
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We now décompose
\L(G,t) -A](Z(t)) = [L(Q,t) -A][Z(t) -Z(0)} to obtain
\\[L(e,t) -A}(Z(t))\\ H^ino) < C V \\Z(t) -
Together with (5.16), this implies The estimate (5.17) follows.
\\Z(t) -Z(0)\\ HHQo) (l -
from
Proof o f Theorem 2.1. Let Q e V(rj)
where r\ is small enough so that Theorem 2.5 applies. We write Taylor formula at order 2 for t -> ee(t) + Ameas(fi t ) which is of class C 2 . As meas(îî t ) is constant and Qo is assumed to be a critical point for the constrained functional, e@ (0) Remark. If we do not assume k to be compactly supported in fi Oï then we have to use u yy = -u xx -k instead so that
We know that |{Vuo,n)| is constant on ôfio and equal to A 1 / 2 . Assume d£lo is connected. Then, by regularity, I) itself is constant and equal to eA We easily check that this vanishes for m = sin 9 and m = cos 0 so that e@(0) does not satisfy (2.8) or (5.21) . This obviously corresponds to the fact that the disk remains a critical shape when moved by translation. One can check that e@(0) is however positive on the set of wls orthogonal to the linear space spanned by {1, cos, sin} and this is also a conséquence of Theorem 2.5 (see e.g. [11, 14] ). One may also compute what happens for radial fonctions k. Then the disk centered at the origin and of radius R = ^/S/TT is a critical shape and (we assume for instance J Q k > 0) 
